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WIT2050 Sep 2010 

 

 

PART A – Deploying and Managing Security Policy  ( 8 marks per question) 

 
Contoso always installs the latest service packs and security updates on new computers when 

the operating system is installed. However, there has never been a good system for deploying 

security updates to the computers on the network. Deploying updates is complicated at 

Contoso because each location uses a different baseline installation for its computers, and 

these baselines have very different configurations.  

 

Richard Ng, the network Administrator sent you an email that explains how the computers get 

updated. 

 

You have been asked to work with Richard  to determine a plan for keeping the computers 

that are owned by Contoso up to date with security updates. A solution on this is expected as 

soon as possible. There is not a lot of money to spend on this issue during the current budget 

cycle.   

 

Richard’s email : 
 
Right now we leave the management of security updates to the 12 department 
administrators.  Ideally, we want to manage the deployment of security updates 
centrally, but it will not happen before we move to a more centralized administration 
model. 
 
Currently, the IT staff in each of the 12 departments is delegated full control over their 
organizational unit in Active Directory. Each IT staff manages their own Group Policy 
objects, except for the Security Template, which we manage at the domain level. There 
is an Active Directory design diagram in the Network Diagrams folder on the server. I 
know that at least one department relies on its users to keep their systems up to date 
by using Windows Update, and I am fairly certain that a couple departments are not 
even close to being up to date. 
 
I want to enforce a corporate standard for deploying operating system service packs 
for our Windows 2000 and Windows XP client computers, but we need to let the 
department administrators manage the application of security updates. What do you 
think about this approach? 
 
Thanks, 
 
Richard Ng 
Contoso Network Administrator  
 

 
Answer the following design issues 

 

1. What tools can be used to help in deploying software update automatically ?  

(specify at least 3 suggested tools) 

 

2 Considering Contoso’s current environment and requirements, which tools is 

the best and explain the reason you chose that tools. 

 

3 You want to integrate software update deployment with operating system 

deployment, which tools support ‘bare metal’ Operating System deployment 

and also can be used to deploy software update ? 
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PART B -  IPSec ( 8 marks per question) 

 
The IT Manager at Contoso has hired you to work as a consultant on the company’s joint project 

with Proseware, Inc. The two companies have signed a contract to perform research together, and 

they plan to share data with each other over the Internet.  

 

Security is a concern, and both companies want to ensure that no third party will be able to read or 

alter the information they send to each other. 

 

Both companies have implemented Windows Server 2003. Contoso has implemented an Active 

Directory forest, and Proseware, Inc. has three standalone Windows Server 2003 computers. The 

IT Department at Contoso suggested using IPSec to communicate between the two companies; 

although neither company has previously implemented IPSec. 

 

The companies send you their preliminary plans for review and suggestions. 

You see that they plan to use the default policy Secure Server (Require Security) on both sides. 

 

What would you suggest to the IT Manager at Trey Research? Explain the reasons for your 

suggestions.  

 
1. Which IPSec security mode (transport or tunnel ) will you recommend and 

give the reasons for your choice of security mode. 
2. Which security encryption mode (AH or ESP ) do you recommend and give  

the advantageous of using each encryption mode  
3. How many authentication methods are supported for IPSec ?   Which 

authentication method is more appropriate for the scenario above ? Explain 
your reason. 

 

 

PART C -  PKI ( 5 marks per question) 

 
You are the network administrator for Fabrikam Industries Inc. Based on the design requirements, 

you have decided to deploy the CA hierarchy shown in Figure below : 

 

 
 

To assist you in configuring the CAPolicy.inf files, pre-installation batch files, and post-

installation batch files, the following design requirements are provided: 

■ Root CA 

■ The root CA must use a key length of 2,048 bits for its public and private key pair. 

■ The root CA certificate must have a 20-year lifetime. 
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■ The root CA will publish its base CRL twice a year. 

■ The root CA will not implement a delta CRL. 

■ The root CA certificate will not include an AIA or CDP extension. 

■ The root CA will issue subordinate CA certificates with a 10-year lifetime. 

■ The root CA certificate and CRL are published in Active Directory to allow automatic 

distribution to all Windows 2000 and later client computers. 

■ The root CA must issue subordinate CA certificates that have an AIA extension with the first 

URL referencing the Active Directory publication point and the second URL as 

http://www.fabrikam.com/certdata/RootCACertificate (where RootCACertificate is the default 

name of the Root CA’s certificate file). 

■ The root CA must issue subordinate CA certificates that have a CDP extension with the first 

URL referencing the Active Directory publication point and the second URL as 

http://www.fabrikam.com/certdata/RootCACRL (where RootCACRL is the default name of the 

Root CA’s CRL file). 

 
■ Policy CA 

■ The certificate practice statement (CPS) for the Fabrikam PKI is published at the URL 

www.fabrikam.com/CPS/Fabrikampolicy.asp. 

■ The OID assigned to the Fabrikam CPS is 1.3.6.1.4.1.311.509.4.1. 

 

■ Issuing CA 

■ The issuing CA will host the Certificate Services Web Enrollment pages. 

■ The issuing CA will publish a base CRL daily and a delta CRL every eight hours. 

 
Questions 
 
Fabrikam Corporate Root CA 
Answer the following questions related to configuration of the Fabrikam Corporate 

Root CA based on information provided in the design requirements: 

1. How do you define the key length of 2,048 bits for the root CA during installation of the root 

CA? 

2. How do you ensure that the key length will remain 2,048 bits when the root CA’s certificate is 

renewed? 

3. How do you configure the root CA to issue subordinate CA certificates with a lifetime of 10 

years? 

 

Fabrikam Corporate Policy CA 
Answer the following questions related to configuration of the Fabrikam Corporate Policy CA 

based on the information provided in the design requirements: 

1. On the first attempt to install the policy CA, you receive the error that the CA is unable to 

determine the revocation status for the policy CA certificate. What must you do to ensure that the 

policy CA recognizes the root CA certificate as a trusted root certificate and can determine the 

revocation status for the policy CA certificate? 

2. What command do you use to add the root CA certificate as a trusted root CA certificate on the 

Fabrikam Corporate Policy CA, assuming that the name of the root CA certificate is 

FABINCCA01_ Fabrikam Corporate Root CA.crt? 

3. How do you configure the CAPolicy.inf file on the policy CA to include the CPS and related 

OID? 

 
Fabrikam Corporate Issuing CA 
Answer the following questions related to configuration of the Fabrikam Corporate Policy CA 

based on the information provided in the design requirements: 

1. What commands do you use to ensure that the root CA and policy CA certificates are 

automatically added to the local machine store of all Windows 2000, Windows XP, and Windows 

Server 2003 domain members? 

2. What commands do you use to ensure that the root CA and policy CA CRLs are automatically 

added to the local machine store of all Windows 2000, Windows XP, and Windows Server 2003 

domain members? 
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3. What are the minimum components of the World Wide Web Service required 

to install the Certificate Services Web Enrollment pages? 

 

Presentation : 7 marks 

Each question carries 8 (Part A & B) & 5 (Part C) marks 

 

 

 

 
 

Due Date : 3
rd

 Dec 2010 
 

Late penalty of 5 marks per day . 
 

 


